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Abstract. — We present observations of the 12 CO(J =1−0) line at 2.6 mm of 65 galaxies located in the Coma
supercluster region: 33 actually belong to the Coma supercluster while 32 are either foreground or background objects.
These data have been obtained using the NRAO 12 m telescope at Kitt Peak (United States), and for four galaxies,
using the IRAM 30 m telescope at Pico Veleta (Spain). Out of these 65 galaxies, 54 had never been observed in the
CO(1−0) line; 49 have been detected by us, of which 37 are new detections. We give molecular gas masses deduced
from the CO line integrated intensities, and upper limits for the 16 undetected objects, computed with a Galactic
conversion factor N (H2) = 2.3 1020 I(CO) and H0 = 75 km/s/Mpc.??
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1. The CO(1−0) emission of galaxies in the Coma
supercluster region
The CO(1−0) line at 2.6 mm is the most widely used,
athough indirect, tracer of molecular hydrogen (see e.g.
Young & Scoville 1991). With present-day millimeter-wave
receivers, this line is now detectable in relatively distant
galaxies such as the Coma cluster ones (Casoli et al. 1991,
hereafter CBCD, Dickey & Kazès 1992, hereafter DK;
Boselli et al. 1995). Here we present new observations of
this line in 65 galaxies in the region of the Coma supercluster, that is, the Coma cluster itself (A1656), the A1367
cluster, their periphery, and some foreground objects. A
complete analysis of the available CO(1−0) data for one
hundred galaxies in the region of Coma, including these
ones, can be found in a companion paper (Casoli et al.
1995).
Sixty-one galaxies have been observed with the NRAO
12 m telescope at Kitt Peak (herafter KP), of which the
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beamsize is 5500, corresponding to 10.7 to 36 kpc depending on the galaxy distance. This is large enough that with a
single pointing on each galaxy we observe its whole molecular emission. Four additional galaxies have been observed
with the IRAM 30 m telescope (beamsize 2200 ); all of them
belong to the Coma cluster itself, at an adopted distance
of 92 Mpc, so that the beam encloses a 9.8 kpc radius on
the galaxy. The study of DK has shown that this beamsize
likely encloses most of the emission; in any case only one
of these four galaxies has been detected.
This sample is not complete in any sense and it is
mainly far-infrared selected. In order to construct the sample observed at KP, we have indeed searched in the NASA
Extragalactic Data base (NED) for all IRAS-detected
galaxies in the region of the Coma supercluster as defined
in Gavazzi (1987): the clusters Abell 1367 and Abell 1656
(the Coma cluster) and the “bridge” between the two. Out
of this sample, 61 objects have been observed. The four
additional objects observed with the IRAM 30 m telescope
have been chosen because they were not detected by IRAS
in spite of their large size and blue luminosity (blue diameter between 23 and 40 kpc, blue luminosity larger than
1010 L ).
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Fig. 1. 12 CO(1−0) spectra of the galaxies observed at the 12 m telescope at Kitt Peak. The ordinate is the main-beam brightness
temperature. All velocities are heliocentric (optical definition, v = cz), and the spectra have been smoothed to a resolution of
16.25 km/s. The galaxies are in alphabetical order for the CGCG names (Zwicky et al. 1961-1968)

Table 1 lists some characteristics of the sample
galaxies:
Column 1: the name of the galaxy from the General Catalogue of Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies (Zwicky 19611968).
Column 2: the name of the galaxy in the Principal Catalog
of Galaxies (PGC, see Paturel et al. 1989).
Column 3: other names.
Columns 4 and 5: the adopted celestial coordinates (1950),
from the NASA extragalactic database (NED). The position of some galaxies is given in this database with a poor
accuracy (500 ); this may be a problem for the IRAM observations (2200 beam) but not for the 12 m ones (5500 beam).
Column 6: the velocity centering of the filterbank. All
velocities quoted here are heliocentric, optical definition
(v = cz = ∆λ/λ0 ).

Column 7: the aggregation parameter, which indicates the
galaxy environment as in Gavazzi (1987).
1, 2 are Coma cluster members, 3, and 3.1 are A1367
members, 4 are dubious members of the two clusters, while
5.1 to 5.9 belong to groups of galaxies inside the supercluster, 6 are pairs of galaxies and 7 are relatively isolated
objects in the supercluster. Agg = 8 to 17 belong to various structures in the foreground of the supercluster, 19
and 19.2 are foreground objects.
Column 8: the distance computed according to this aggregation parameter, in the following way (we use H0 =
75 km/s/Mpc):
1, 2: 92 Mpc = (average velocity of the Coma cluster members)/75
3,3.1: 86.7 Mpc = same for A1367
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4, 6, 7, 16, 19, 19.2: background and foreground objects
(D=galaxy velocity given in Col. 4)/75
5.1 to 5.9, 8 to 15, 17: (average group velocity)/75, that
is:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

5.1: 95.1 Mpc
5.2: 90.2 Mpc
5.3: 92.1 Mpc
5.4: 90.9 Mpc
5.5: 89.9 Mpc
5.6: 104.4 Mpc
5.7: 93.2 Mpc
5.8: 100 Mpc
5.9: 95.9 Mpc
8: 45.7 Mpc,
9: 43.9 Mpc
10: 45.3 Mpc,
11: 62 Mpc
12: 59.5 Mpc

–
–
–
–

13:
14:
15:
17:

52 Mpc
61.1 Mpc
51.2 Mpc
33.7 Mpc.

The agregation parameter has not been determined for
10 objects, for which we have computed the distance using
the relation D (Mpc) = v(km/s)/75.
Column 8: morphological type, extracted from the LyonMeudon Extragalactic Database (LEDA), coded as in the
RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1992). They are coded as follows: E = −5, SO = −2, Sa = 1, Sb = 3, Sc = 6, Sm =
9, Irr = 10.
Column 9: the telescope where the CO observations were
made. KP is for the NRAO 12 m telescope, I is for the
IRAM 30 m.
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Fig. 1. continued

2. Observations
These observations have been obtained during three observing runs in May 1992, March and May 1993 using the
12 m radiotelescope of NRAO at Kitt Peak (Arizona).
Four galaxies have been observed in november 1992 with
the 30 m radiotelescope of IRAM at Pico Veleta (Spain).
For the 12 m observations, we used a dual polarization SIS mixer, with a receiver temperature of about 30
K; the system temperatures in the TR∗ scale were typically
250−500 K. As a backend we used a filter bank of 256
2 MHz wide channels (5.2 km/s). To improve the signalto-noise ratio, the spectra were boxcar smoothed to a final
resolution of 16.25 km/s. The rms noise at this resolution
is generally a few mK (see Col. 6 of Table 2). The observing procedure was beam switching with a nutating
secondary and a throw of 2 arcmin on each side of the

source, and the pointing was checked every two hours by
observations of a nearby continuum source.
At the IRAM 30 m, we used an SIS receiver. Typical
receiver and system temperatures were 180 and 350 K in
the TA∗ scale. As a backend we used a filterbank of 512 contiguous 1 MHz channels (2.6 kms resolution). The spectra were boxcar smoothed to a resolution of 16.25 km/s.
The observing procedure was wobbler switching with a
throw of 40 . Pointing was checked every two hours or less
by broadband continuum observations of the radiosource
3C273.
The final spectra, reduced using the CLASS software
(Forveille et al. 1990), are shown in Fig. 1 (KP data) and
2 (IRAM data) ordered by CGCG number (Zwicky 19611968). We have used the main beam brightness temperature scale. At the 12 m telescope, the raw spectra which
are in the Tr∗ scale, were converted using Tmb = Tr∗ /0.82.
At the 30m telescope, the raw spectra are in the TA∗ scale
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and were converted using Tmb = TA∗ (ηfss /ηm) where ηfss
and ηmb are the forward and main-beam efficiencies (0.92
and 0.56 respectively). These main-beam brightness temperatures can be converted to Janskys using the conversion factor of 4.6 Jy/K for the 30 m telescope (this is appropriate for a source which fills the main beam, Guélin
et al. 1995) and 29 Jy/K for the 12 m.
Masses of molecular hydrogen in the beam have been
computed assuming the empirical conversion factor given
by Strong et al. (1988):
N (H2 ) (mol cm−2 ) = 2.31020 I(CO) (Kkm/s)
where I(CO) is the line area in main-beam units. This
gives:
(1) M (H2 ) = 2.05 105 I(CO) (D/1 Mpc)2 for KP, and
(2) M (H2 ) = 3.28 104 I(CO) (D/1 Mpc)2 for IRAM,

where D is the galaxy distance given in Col. 6 of Table 1.
It is not known to what extent this Galactic disk value is
valid for extragalactic objects. One can view these masses
as a way of measuring the CO luminosities in units more
convenient than the usual Kkm/s/kpc2 . Anyway, the H2
masses can easily be converted back to CO luminosities
by:
• LCO (Kkm/s/kpc2 ) = 0.27 M (H2 ) (M ), and
• LCO (L ) = 1.3 10−5 M (H2 ) (M ).
Table 2 contains an overview of the CO data and the
value of the H2 masses. It is arranged as follows:
Column 1: galaxy name.
Column 2: total integration time (ON + OFF), in minutes.
Column 3: line area (Kkm/s, main beam units), estimated
either from a gaussian fit or the line moments, depending
on the lineshape. rms noise in mK.
Column 4: CO(1−0) central velocity, and its error.
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Column 5: CO(1−0) linewidth at half-maximum, and its
error, determined either from a gaussian fit or from the
line moments depending on the line shape.
Column 6: H2 mass derived using Eqs. (1) or (2) and the
distance given in Col. (6) of Table 1. If the target was not
detected the upper limit given is equal to 3 σ0 W20 , where
W20 is the HI linewidth at 20% of the maximum, from the

Lyon-Meudon extragalactic database LEDA, and σ0 the
rms noise reached if the spectrum was smoothed in such a
way that only 3 channels are left inside the HI linewidth.
Thus σ0 = σ(16.25/(W20/3)0.5 , and σ is the rms noise in
the spectrum smoothed to 16.25 km/s (Col. 6).
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Fig. 2. 12 CO(1−0) spectra of the galaxies observed at the IRAM 30 m telescope at Pico Veleta (Spain). The ordinate is
the main-beam brightness temperature. The velocities are heliocentric (optical definition, v = cz), and the spectra have been
smoothed to a resolution of 16.25 km/s
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2.1. Comparison
observations
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between

IRAM

and

Kitt

Peak

Eleven galaxies have been observed both at Kitt Peak
and other telescopes. The results are generally in fairly
good agreement given the errors and the uncertainties associated in the millimeter range with the comparison of
observations made with different telescopes. A detailed
comparison is given below; for each galaxy we give inside
parenthesis the source of the value which has been eventually adopted in the analysis of Paper II.
CGCG 097-068 has been observed by DK and in
Kitt Peak. The H2 masses are respectively 4.1 109 M
and 2.3 109 M , but the Kitt Peak spectrum has a low
signal-to-noise ratio. (DK value)
CGCG 097-122 has been observed Boselli et al.
(1995) with the Onsala 20 m radiotelescope. The H2 mass
scaled to our adopted distance is 4.1 109 M to be compared to 1 109 M in this work. Both spectra have low
signal to noise ratios, but the KP one has a linewidth in
better agreement with the HI one. (KP)
CGCG 159-072 has been observed by CBCD. They
find 3.1 109 M , while the KP observations give 3.9
109 M . (CBCD)
CGCG 159-072S has been observed by CBCD. They
find 2.0 109 M , while the KP observations give 2.8
109 M . (CBCD)
CGCG 159-072 and 159-072S are the two galaxies which constitute the interacting pair sometimes called
“the Mice” (Arp 242; CGCG 159-072 is Arp 242B and
CGCG 159-072S is Arp 242A). Smith & Higdon (1994)
have recently published NRAO CO(1−0) observations of
the two galaxies. Although the central positions are the
same to a few arcsec, the line areas are not in good agreement: for the first galaxy they find I(CO) = 2.2 Kkm/s
(we find 1.45), for the second one they find 1.0 Kkm/s
while we detected 2.0 Kkm/s. The central velocities are
however in good agreement. Given the overall agreement
of our KP data with the IRAM data, we believe that these
discrepancies are likely due to a higher noise in the Smith
& Higdon data: their noise level is 2.7 and 3.4 mK in 36
km/s channels, while ours is 2.2 mK in 16 km/s channels.
CGCG 160-252: 2.4 109 M from CBCD, 1.6 109
from KP, with a high noise. (CBCD)
CGCG 160-260: CBCD give 3.0 109 M , while DK
give 6.2 109 and KP 5.9 109 M . It is likely that CBCD
have missed some CO emission: their central position differs by 700 from the one used by DK, and the spectrum is
highly asymetric. (KP)
CGCG 160-106: 1.9 109 from CBCD, marginally
compatible with a 3 σ limit of 1.7 109 M at Kitt Peak.
(CBCD)

CGCG 130-006: 1.2 109 from CBCD, 109 at KP, but
the detection is marginal. (CBCD)
CGCG 130-023 = IC860, a peculiar object where
HI and OH absorptions have been detected, has been previously observed in the CO(1−0) line by Kazès et al.
(1988) using the Nobeyama 45 m telescope (NRO). Their
derived H2 mass is 5 108 M if we scale to our conversion factor. We find 7 108 M , a narrower line (174 km/s
versus 270 km/s), and we do not see the blue CO wing
present in the NRO spectrum, which is clearly more noisy
than the KP one. Our linewidth is in better agreement
with the width of the HI absorption.
CGCG 160-156: DK give 3.3 109 M , KP 3.4 109 .
(KP)
CGCG 160-173: DK give 1.1 109 M , KP 0.9
9
10 M . (KP)
The KP values are generally slightly larger than the
IRAM values, which could indicate that a small fraction
of the emission was missed in the 2200 beam of IRAM.
But this may not be significant given the uncertainties in
the relative and absolute calibrations of the temperature
scales.
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